
Broadacre Air Seeders 
PLATINUM SERIES 



GASON Platinum Series 

Please visit gason.com.au
to find your nearest dealer

Accuracy 
Gason’s proven range of air seeders are robustly engineered, highly 
accurate and extremely easy to use. This doesn’t occur by chance. 
Complex interrelationships between metering and distribution systems, 
and bin and blower design are at work. Through countless hours of 
in-house and field testing, Gason have developed a deep understanding 
of these complexities. The result is a range of air seeders with an 
enviable reputation for trouble-free service year after year.

VRT Metering System 
Metering accuracy is assured with Variable Rate Technology (VRT), 
featuring ease of calibration and application rate changes from the 
tractor cabin. VRT’s advantages include on the go application rate 
changes, prescription farming practices (GPS mapping technologies), 
high torque hydraulic motor with low oil requirements, and failsafe 
override system.  

Side release accessibility  
Side Release (SR) metering system, provides a quantum leap in meter 
box functionality, catering for a wide range of seeding practices. 
Cleaning and changeover becomes an extremely fast and simple 
process. SR is standard equipment on Gason Platinum Series models.

Load Cell Option 
The Platinum Series seeders have a load cell option that can be fitted to 
the main bins, as well as small seed bin. Keeping an eye on material bin 
weights has never been easier.     

Reduce your downtime and maximise your e�ciency with the 
Gason Platinum Series Air Seeders. Our high capacity 2120, 
2150, 2170 & 2210 models ensure the only time you stop 
operation is for lunch!

SmartAG monitor and internal/external work lights come 
standard with all Platinum Series high capacity Air Seeders. 

9” loading/unloading auger optional for 2120/2150 models. 

11” loading/unloading auger optional for 2170/2210 models. 

- Small Seed Pasture Planter 
- Load Cells on all bins
- Air Warmer Kit
- JD DRC, Topcon ISOBUS or 
Trimble Monitors
- Extra Head Blockage Sensors
- Sowing Kit
- Rear Hitch (for RT models) 
- Extra remotes (for FT models)

OTHER OPTIONS

  Platinum Series Specifications 

Model  Front Wheel 

Type 

Bin Capacity Tow Type Bin Split Front Wheel 

Centres 

Rear Wheel 

Centres 

Meterbox 

2120 CTS 12,400L (2 bin)  

12,600L (3 bin)  

FT & RT 44/56 

44/25/31 

3m 3.24m (std) 

3.1m (opt) 

SR 

2150 CTS 15,150L (2 bin)  

15,300L (3 bin)  

FT & RT  44/56 

44/25/31 

3m 3.39m (std) 

3.1m (opt) 

SR 

2170 CTS 17,250 (3 bin)  FT & RT  32/41/27 3m 3.39m (std) 

3.1m (opt) 

SR 

2210 CTS 21,370L (3 bin)  FT & RT  32/41/27 3m 3.39m SR 

CTS – Controlled Traffic Steering  
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